Get it Logged
Get it Back!

Go to www.surrey.police.uk/immobilise, get your valuables logged for FREE and if they are lost or stolen you could get them back!

SURREY POLICE
With you, making Surrey safer
www.surrey.police.uk

IMMOBILISE
THE UK NATIONAL PROPERTY REGISTER
Just think of all those numbers stored, documents saved and memories held. You'd want to get them back fast and if they were stolen, you'd want the thief caught.

Register your belongings with IMMOBILISE, the FREE national property database, and you can be re-united with them fast if they are ever lost or stolen. Thieves can be more easily identified if they steal registered goods and if you also mark the belongings up with the special little labels then potential thieves may not even want to take them in the first place.

Almost any item can be registered with IMMOBILISE in minutes, from toys to tools and mobiles to motor homes. You can quickly and easily record serial numbers, add photographs or list individual features.

If your item is stolen you simply inform the police and then go to www.surrey.police.uk/immobilise to update your item’s status. If your property is recovered by the police, it can be traced back to you. The police also regularly check second-hand dealers and car boot sales to find out if any items on sale have been registered and reported stolen. As a result property can be returned and thieves and criminal dealers can be prosecuted.

If you lose your item, just go to www.surrey.police.uk/immobilise to update its status. If it’s labelled as registered on IMMOBILISE it’s more likely that it’ll be handed into the police or posted to the IMMOBILISE address listed on the website and then traced back and returned to you.

Using IMMOBILISE and stickering your property, home and car can deter thieves, hinder criminal dealers and reduce theft. But more importantly it can keep your prized belongings, vital equipment and valuable memories safe.

Don’t let them get away with your gear. Get it logged. Get it back!

Visit www.surrey.police.uk/immobilise